Abstract. In this paper an abstract characterization of the properties of independent events is given with examples from topology, probability, and Baire structures. Using this notion of independence, proofs of the HewittSavage and Kolmogorov zero-one laws are given which include the probabilistic case and the topological cases considered by Oxtoby, Christensen, and K. P. S. and M. Bhaskara Rao.
(2) (a,),er E /«=>VneA,(a,),grni" E /, where |« is the set of all natural numbers less than n; (3) (a¡)¡eN is an /-independent sequence of A-substructures of A and if {Bi)iea is a partition of N, then (A(Uye/.a,)),ei2 is /-independent; (4) (a,),er E /, then (A(a¡))ieT is /-independent. Note that for any A structure of events and any collection of finite sequences, there is a smallest independence theory for which the sequences given are independent.
Examples.
(1) Independent sequences of events in a probability space form an independence theory with respect to a-algebras.
(2) We say that a subset 5 of a product U¡erX¡ does not restrict the factors in 1" Ç T if for any pair of points x and y differing only in coordinates in T' we have x G S if and only if y E S. A map does not depend on the factors in I" if its value is not altered by changing coordinates in T'.
If (X, T) = II,er(ArJ, T¡) is a product topological space, then there is an independence theory relative to sub-complete lattice structures on T obtained as follows: an ordered «-tuple (Ux, . . . , Un) is in / if n = 1 or if n = k + 1 and (a) every subsequence with k elements is in /, and (b) there is a set {r,|r, Ç T, /' = 1, .. ., n] such that U¡ does not restrict the factors in T, and T, u (Dj^Tj) = T. (4) Let I be a topological space with an independence theory / on its topology. We construct an independence theory /' on the set of almost open sets (or BP sets-sets B such that there is an open set U with B A U of first category) by letting (Bx, . . . , Bn) £ /' if there is an «-tuple (t/,, .. ., Un) E / with Bi A U¡ of first category. If / is an independence theory with respect to sup-complete lattices, /' will be an independence theory with respect to lattices L with a specified sublattice L' such that L has arbitrary sups of collections with no more than countably many members not in L'. If / is a theory relative to sup-complete pseudo-complemented lattices, /' will be a theory with respect to a-algebras.
(5) (Theory obtained by restriction.) Let A" be a lattice with an independence theory / relative to lattice structures. Then for any A G X there is an independence theory IA relative to lattice structures on the set of elements of X less than or equal to A given by the set of all sequences (5,),er such that there is a sequence (A¡)¡eT E / with B¡ = Ai , n A. If X is a sublattice of some bigger lattice, A need not be in X, but only in the bigger lattice.
In the proofs of the zero-one laws in probability, the conclusion that an event has probability zero or one is usually obtained by showing that it is independent of itself. (P(A) = P(A n A) = P(A)2 so P(A) = 0 or 1.) This
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use motivates the following definition:
Definition. Let {A, /) be an independence theory, then a G A is zero-one if {a, a) G /.
Examples: (6) An open set in the restricting factors theory on a product topological space is zero-one if and only if it does not restrict any factors; hence, it must be empty or all of X.
(7) If {X, T, I) is a topological space with an independence theory on its topology, then an almost open set B is zero-one relative to the theory /' of Example (4) if there are open sets Ux and U2 differing from B by sets of first category Fx and F2 such that {Ux, U2) G /. Restricting to X -{Fx u F2) makes the two opens equal and hence zero-one. For the theory of Example (2) this will tell us that B is meager or residual.
Definition. Let {a¡)ieN be a sequence of A-structures, then a tail event is a member of n"e/vA(U,°Lna,).
Theorem (Kolmogorov Zero-One Law). If{a¡)ieN is I-independent and a is a tail event for (a,),eAr, then a is zero-one.
Proof (as in Loève [5, p. 230]). Let a be a tail event. By axiom (3),
(a" . . . , a", A{\J 1>na,)) is /-independent so for any a, G a, the sequence (a,, . . . , an, à) G /. Thus by axioms (1) and (2), {A {a), ax, . . . ) is /-independent. Thus {A{a), A{\JisNaj)) is /-independent, so {a, a) G /.
Corollary. Let {X, T) = ïïleN(X" T¡) be a product topological space. An almost open set B which does not restrict any finite set of factors must be either residual or meager.
Proof. Let / be the restricting factors theory on T (as in Example (2)); then the theory /' on the set of almost open sets (as in Example (4)) is an independence theory relative to B structures where a B structure is a lattice L with a sublattice L' such that L has all sups with only countably many elements not in L'. Here L is the lattice of almost open sets and L is the lattice of open sets.
Consider the sequence (/?,•),• 6Ar °f B structures where /?, is the set of almost open sets differing by a set of first category from one of the subbasic open sets ir,~xU, where 77, is the projection onto the t'th factor. This is an /'-independent sequence of B structures. We need only show B is a tail event.
Observe that since B does not restrict the first n factors 77 ~ xmB = B where 77 is the projection removing the first n factors. Since B is almost open it may be written as a sum B' + F where B' = DieNUlis a Gs and F is of first category (see [7, p. 20] ). We wish to replace U¡ by an open set not restricting the first n factors. Let U¡ = w~lw(H,-1."Ü¡).
Then C\i(ENU¡ D nieNU¡ and it will suffice to show that nieNU¡ Q B.
If x G B then no y differing from x only in the first n coordinates is in B. There are finitely many such_y's so there is an m such that none of the_y's are in Pl'iZTUy Thus x G U'm for m sufficiently large.
Since U¡ does not restrict the first n factors, B is in B( U ,>"/?,) for any n. Thus B is a tail event and hence zero-one, which means meager or residual.
Corollary.
A BP measurable map from a countable product of spaces which is a Baire space to a second countable Tx space is constant on a residual set if it does not depend on any finite number of factors.
Proof. In the circumstances described, the inverse image of a basic open set must be a tail BP set, hence either residual or meager. Since the base is countable and since each point has an image, the Baire category theorem tells us that some basic open set must have residual preimage. Consider the set S which is the intersection of the basic open sets with residual preimage. It must have residual preimage and hence cannot be empty. Suppose x and y are members. Because the range is Tx the complement of x and the complement of y are open. One of the two must have residual preimage and thus contain a basic open set with residual preimage, which shows that the point whose complement had residual preimage is not in S. Thus there is at most one member; so 5 is a singleton. The map is constant on the preimage of S.
This result extends the results in [6] , [2] , and [3] both by weakening the conditions on the product space and by requiring only Tx and not T2 in the range. The version in Andersen and Christensen [1] uses further conditions on the product to eliminate second countability on the range.
The Hewitt-Savage Zero-One Law is a bit more complicated than the Kolmogorov law and we will be able to prove it under somewhat more restrictive conditions on the independence theory, conditions capturing what is needed of the structure of a product measure without actually determining what a product independence theory is.
Definition. A family 04,), sr is a test family for A if whenever B is independent of each of the A¡, B is independent of A.
An independence theory is testable if every element has a test family and furthermore:
(1) if (A¡)¡eT and (B¡)jer are test families with the same index set and {A¡, B¡) E / for each i, then (A, B) E /;
(2) if (y^/er is a family of independence preserving morphisms fixing A and {At)i(ET is a test family for A then (y,^,),er is a test family for A.
Examples. (8) A product measure space R¡eN(X¡, ¡i¡) with all factors the same is testable using cylinder sets on a finite number of factors. The test sequences are the A" G \S¡Zl\Xt with n(A" A A) ->• 0 as n -> oo used in the conventional proof of Hewitt-Savage. (9) In a product of topological spaces II(A',, T¡) the restricting factors theory is testable. The test families are obtained by considering finite unions of basic open sets contained in the set to be tested.
Theorem (Hewitt-Savage Zero-One Law). // (X, I) is a testable indepenLicense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use dence theory and G is a group of endomorphisms of X which preserve independence and such that any A & X has a test family {A¡) such that A¡ is independent of y¡A¡ for some y, G G, then any element A fixed by all of the elements of G is zero-one.
Proof. By (2) in the definition of a testable theory and the hypothesis, (A¡) and (y,vl,) are test families for A. But A¡ and y¡A¡ are independent, so A is zero-one.
Corollary
(Extended Hewitt-Savage Law [4] ). // {X, ju) is a recurring product measure, then any set fixed by any finite permutation of the indices is zero-one.
Proof. The hypotheses of the corollary state that the group G of finite permutations interchanging factors with the same measure satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Since G is a subgroup of the group F of all finite permutations, invariance under F will imply invariance under G. Applying the theorem tells us that the invariant events are zero-one.
(Category Analogue of the Hewitt-Savage Zero-One
Law [8] ). In a countable power Ti{X, T) every BP set which is invariant under all finite permutations is either residual or meager.
Proof. In the restricting factors theory for a topological product, the group of finite permutations of factors satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem when test families using finite unions of basic open sets are used. Hence any invariant open set is zero-one; that is, it is either all of the space or empty. For this part of the proof we do not need countability of the power.
A BP set which is G invariant will differ from an invariant open by the orbit of a set of first category. Under the hypotheses given, the group G is countable, so the orbit of a set of first category is of first category. Thus an invariant BP set must be meager or residual.
I see no way of modifying this proof to eliminate the countability condition on the power which distinguishes this corollary from the result of M. and K. P. S. Bhaskara Rao [8] .
